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their own, their unchallenged kingdom. Not only are they the
undisputed owners of this land, but they are alone in it. All the
caribou of the plains are theirs; theirs all the fish in the lakes,
all the seal in the sea. No man disputes their prizes with them!
No marauders burst in to steal their poor possessions and enslave
their children, as among certain peoples of Africa. No armies,
as in Europe, invade them to deprive them of their dominion
over the snows. Because theft is unknown in this quasi-com-
munist community, because their poverty is unenvied, and they
have no neighbours to hate them, they are able to do as they did
when we left the lake one morning to go out on the sea — store
in their igloos what will not be needed for sealing, plant their
fishing tackle upright on the round boss of the snowhouses as
landmarks, and start down the trail without so much as turning
their heads to see if all is safe, — the front door, as it were,
locked, the windows all shut, the gate pulled to.
Looking at them as they loaded their sleds, seeing how each
was helped by the rest, how all laboured in common with no
hint of selfishness as they ran from igloo to igloo, from sled to
sled, with what smiles and laughter they chatted and drank
their final mugs of tea before the great whips whistled in the air
that a moment before had been coiled like lassos on the snow, it
came to me that here was indeed the communal life, the Biblical
clan which hitherto I had imagined only against a background
of sand and date-palm. I watched the procession move out on
the lake and into the valley that lay beyond the opposite shore,
and though from tip to end the sleds stretched out half a mile,
in the perspective lent by distance they formed a common
being, a black caterpillar whose rings moved in response to a
close and unified life and instinct.
The departure itself was a wonderful sight— sleds piled high,
dogs barking and choking as they tugged at the heavy loads and
had to be helped by the shoulders of the men at the rear, the
excited cries and calls of the wives gesticulating ahead, while the
old women, tied high in place on the loads, moaned as then-
ancient bones were shaken. Once away, there was a ceaseless
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